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forEach cell requires nutrients energyfor life processes (such as growth) and through the course of metabolic reactions,
wastes are generated which needs to be expelled. Anything that goes in or outofa cell passes through cell membrane

>transport across membranes can be either:passive or active

Passive transport:movementof particles from an area of high concentration 4[] to low concentration ↓[]

without the use ofcellular energy (such as ATP
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*if ATP is notneeded - where does the energyfor this come from?

>Particles are always in motion theyhave kinetic energy. The more energyi.e. temperature, the faster theymove

> Despite random motion, particles tend to flow in a predictable manner:
notto 'coldhigh to low, which increases disorder to the system 2nd law of thermodynamics

Simple diffusion:net movementof particles down a concentration gradientwithout the use ofmembrane proteins
as a result of their random movement
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· breathing continuallymoves the small intestines have cell membranes are 0.007Nm

O2 in and CO2 out oflung millions of folds which so where exchange occurs, tissues humanborn isares
· blood circulation constantly allow nutrients to be absorbed are onlyI cell thick, making diffusion to occur

moves red blood cells into the blood quickly distance veryshort quickly



Water is a vital part of organisms - most cells contain 75% water and will die if this content falls too low

Whyis so water important to living organisms?
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*when water dissolves into and out of cells through a membrane, itis called osmosis.

Osmosis:netmovementofwater molecules from a region of higher water potential dilute solution to a region
oflower water potential concentrated solution, through a partiallypermeable membrane

>water potential 2:the free energyof water. Ameasure ofhow likelya solution will lose or gain water molecules

solutes can attract water molecules.
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Osmosis in cells

a cell's cytoplasm has minerals and ions dissolved inside. This concentration is called its osmolarity

Ideally, a cell's osmolaritywill be If the solution outside If the solution outside
~ equal to its surroundings so there the cell is less concentrated, the cell is more concentrated,
will be no net movement of water and water will flow in and cause water will flow outand cause

its shape is maintained. cell to grow, maybe even lyse burst cell to shrink, maybe shrivel
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Active transport:movement ofparticles through a cell membrane from a region oflower concentration to a region of

higher concentration (i.e. against a concentration gradient), using energyfrom respiration
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*as particles are moving against the natural tendencyto move down gradient, additional sewer is needed
>cellular respiration is a metabolic pathway series of chemical reactions where biomolecules (like glucose)
are broken down incrementallyin order to release energyin a controlled manner and store itin ATP molecules

2 ATP
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Active transport often utilizes carrier proteins, also called 'pumps' as theyhelp move substances against gradients

Primaryactive transport:directuse of energy ATP in order to move particles againsttheir concentration gradient
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Answer the following questions:
I contrast passive and active transport

-

atleast 3 differences

2 an investigation into osmosis was conducted using potato slices. Slices of equal size were submerged into saltwater
ofvarious concentrations 0%, 207, 40%, 60%, 80% for 10 minutes. The mass for all slices were taken before and after

submersion and the change in mass was plotted in graph below

60 a) Use this data to deduce the concentration of salt

40 within the potato slice. Explain your deduction.

change i 20

potato mass 0 b)what to salt concentration is hypertonic relative
% -20 to the potato? Explain.

- 40

- 60 c) What to salt concentration is hypotonic relative

I
to the potato? Explain.

0 zoto do so
saltwater solution concentration (%)

3 When organs are taken from donors and moved to a surgery, theyare stored in a particular solution to prevent osmosis.
Deduce the type of solution in terms of concentration that should be used.

4 The central role of the respiratorysystem is to exchange gases. Explain this importance in the contextof cellular respiration

5 Compare and contrastosmosis and diffusion 2 similarities, 2 differences




